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THE URBAN FUTURES MONTHLY
Stay up to date with the latest news from the Urban Futures Platform

Dear Colleagues and Friends,

a complex and difficult year is
coming to an end and we hope for a
fresh new beginning in 2022. Despite
the difficulties we had to face and the
impossibility to invite scholars to
Vienna, we never stopped.

 

In particular:

a. Our networking activities and discussions went successfully online. Our kick-off event and the "hot

off the press" book presentations involved several hundreds of participants! 

b. We were able to hire three brilliant and promising PhD candidates (see below). We will report on

their activities in the months to come. They address environmental issues, migration and rights

and are truly interdisciplinary.

c. We co-organised the conference on "Vienna: still a just city?" which involved a hundred

participants on site and featured distinguished international guests like Susan Fainstein, Chris

Hamnett, Sako Musterd, Enzo Mingione and Talja Blokland.

https://us20.campaign-archive.com/?e=__test_email__&u=253faeec00f67c82393060152&id=8d344f031f
https://us20.mailchimp.com/mctx/clicks?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vietra.org%2Fconference-2021&xid=97ffcc8a0f&uid=167861494&iid=8d344f031f&pool=cts&v=2&c=1682079719&h=5d6a564976091de4f9e3341da2cd8c9a4a5af0691ab04394956064bb120d434a


Breaking news reached us a few days ago, that a new project has been approved: Munex (JPI – Urban

Europe), on Municipalism with a comparative view on the bottom-up experiences of Amsterdam,

Barcelona and Vienna. This adds nicely to our international research portfolio and gives us hope that life

goes on.

We wish you a relaxing break and a healthy beginning of 2022!

Kind Regards,

Yuri Kazepov

Vienna: Still a Just City? - The
publication of the project Vienna
in Transition is out!

Following our VIETRA'21
Conference, Yuri Kazepov and
Roland Verwiebe present their joint
publication "Vienna: Still a just city",
published by Routledge. The book is
now available as open access.
The book questions and assesses
the city's resilience using time series
and an institutional analysis of four
key dimensions that characterise the
European city model within the
context of post-industrial transition:
redistribution, recognition,
representation and sustainability.

 

Download here

https://us20.mailchimp.com/mctx/clicks?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.taylorfrancis.com%2Fbooks%2Foa-edit%2F10.4324%2F9781003133827%2Fvienna-yuri-kazepov-roland-verwiebe%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2rGLghOd66uVNSVnXDo86ZO-vJoJRmfj3E704jvo7o5cPsWSyne5KCmsc&xid=97ffcc8a0f&uid=167861494&iid=8d344f031f&pool=cts&v=2&c=1682079719&h=99c5bdd87effb2f7cce8468cbb4ab5f93ee86e1cef4633aca3333568a0c69c65


Kick-Off Event: The Challenge of
Urban Futures

On the 5th October we successfully
Kicked Off the Research Platform
with the Online Event: The Challenge
Of Urban Futures. We have
documented the event on our
website and uploaded a recording to
Youtube.

We are very happy to welcome our three new doctoral students at the
research platform.

Watch here

https://us20.mailchimp.com/mctx/clicks?url=http%3A%2F%2Furban-futures.at%2Fkick-off-event-the-challenge-of-urban-futures%2F&xid=97ffcc8a0f&uid=167861494&iid=8d344f031f&pool=cts&v=2&c=1682079719&h=44da2f72d7ea0dcb8f38e2980105f67abadd5d8190e093a3f658ecba1a482d0a


Hannah Sommer, MA is a PhD
candidate at the Department of
Sociology at the University of Vienna.
Her doctoral research is carried out
within the SoliDi (Solidarity in
Diversity) project. She obtained her
B.A. in philosophy and her B.Sc. in
psychology at LMU Munich and her
MA in philosophy at University College
London.

Laura Lotteraner, MSc is a PhD
candidate at the Research
Platform The Challenges of Urban
Futures at the University of Vienna.
Her doctoral research is carried out at
the intersection of data science and
environmental sciences, starting with a
project in groundwater modeling

Jana Brandl, MMSc. is a PhD
candidate at the Research
Platform The Challenges of Urban

Futures at the University of Vienna.
Her research interests include the
interrelation of social and
environmental sustainability, the role of
gender in socio-ecological
transformations, and critical discourse
analysis. 

 

Follow us on Social Media!

Read more

https://us20.mailchimp.com/mctx/clicks?url=https%3A%2F%2Furban-futures.at%2Fresearch-team%2Fphds%2F&xid=97ffcc8a0f&uid=167861494&iid=8d344f031f&pool=cts&v=2&c=1682079719&h=337084ad7e38b46ecb274952feb239696a5b9660e16a81874af9a2bc22367ccb


The Urban Futures Platform informs regularly about the latest publications, upcoming events, open job

postings, recommendations, project research and much more. It's worth it! We invite you to subscribe to

our Twitter and Facebook channels. By doing so, you will stay informed and help the platform to increase

its reach and reach more people.
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